From f-2-f to ODL

Framing Professional Development at Unisa

Facilitation of Learning in a digital age

- MyUnisa forums such as working with eTutors and monitoring them

Newcomers: within six months of appointment of academics and allied professionals

Advanced Short Course in Threshold Concepts in ODL
MOOCs: Linear or not?

MOOC 1 Introduction to ODL
• Workshops such as student profile & eConnect

MOOC 2 Basics of myUnisa
• Workshops such as A-Z, Basics of myUnisa, Help files, myUnisa Forums

MOOC 3 Assessment for assignments
• Workshops such as JRouter, Onscreen marking, Online tools for formative assessment

MOOC 4 Assessment for exams
• Workshops such as Samigo, Assessment plan, myUnisa Forums, Setting up the gradebook

MOOC 5 eLearning
• Workshops such as Podcasts, Turnitin, Vodcasts

MOOC 6 Online facilitation
• Workshops such as Analyse study material, Navigation, Smartboard, Camtasia, Prezi, OERs, UNGC principles, UDL (disabilities)
From ODL to ODeL

Advanced short course in Curriculum Design in Higher Education

Design of ODL Programmes

- Workshops such as OERs, Enhance eLearning, ODeL roles and functions of staff

Contemporary conversations around assessment

- Workshops such as Assessment Plans, Rubrics, Alternative Assessment, Opportunities for online assessment, Using portfolios for assessment, Mahara
From ODeL to a scholarly approach

Advanced short course in a Scholarly approach and Pedagogical Leadership

Scholarly Approach to teaching and Learning
- Workshops such as Pecha Kucha, Qualitative Data....

Pedagogical Leadership
- Workshops such as Teaching with Smartboard, 2\textsuperscript{nd} & 3\textsuperscript{rd} Generation ODL users
Way forward

Successful collaboration with the Colleges will take us forward